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Salespeople Are Becoming
Obsolete… Not!
I recently had a lively conversation

with a sales professional/colleague.

He, like many others have over the last

decade, is predicting the death of

salespeople, or at least a decrease in

the need for them. I couldn’t disagree

more.

As I wrote Conversations That

Sell, I came to the opposite

conclusion! The world of commerce—

whether it’s business to business or

business to consumer—needs

professional sellers more than ever!

Yes, the internet makes it easy to

buy many things, compare prices,

collect data, and solicit opinions.

Yes, many items we need are

commoditized and sold that way.

Yes, we have more information

than ever to use in buying decisions.

BUT (that’s a purposeful big capital

B-U-T) that doesn’t account for what

real selling is.

Selling is helping someone do or
decide something.

My observations and belief is that

the need for salespeople isn’t going

away anytime soon¬—well ever really. 

Why? 

� Too much information actually

slows down decision making for many

Consumers can make buying anything

very complicated and often need help.

� There are many thousands of

available sales jobs– showing that

companies have identified the need for

salespeople to build their business.

� Predictions in sales hiring are up –

the Career Builders forecast identified

that one of the most in demand jobs for

2013 is sales with 29% of predicted

new jobs for 2013 being a sales role.

� Research cannot account for the

differences in people – and how they

like to (or what they need to) make a

decision. It also doesn’t account for

people’s socialization needs. How

many people do you know make social

outings out of shopping?

What the ease of access to purchases

and information does mean is that

sales people need to be more skilled in

their conversations, more focused,

more knowledgeable, creative, and

must ensure that ALL they do is

geared toward helping that person do

or decide something.

It means that sellers need to be

flexible in their conversations, seek

information from the prospect about

what they already know to not waste

their time, and guide them to a

decision effectively and efficiently.

I guess time will tell what happens

to one of the oldest professions on the

planet…until then I will continue to

crusade and build the confidence and

competence of sellers around the

world.

Whilst respectful of what I would

term “the old guard” she is demanding

a place at “the high table of sales” and

has neither fear, nor a lack of

confidence. Nancy represents a new

breed of sales training and coaching

pioneers: She is refreshingly

straightforward; devoid of sycophancy

and passionate about making a

difference.                                               �

I guess time will tell
what happens to one

of the oldest
professions on the
planet…until then I

will continue to
crusade and build the

confidence and
competence of sellers

around the world.

While much of the world is

focused on lead generation,

Nancy is focused on training people to

have the relevant and productive

conversations that those leads will

need to move them through the sales

process to a purchase decision. 

Nancy’s passion is equipping the

world of sales and customer service so

that more people - on all sides of the

transaction - get what they need from

each conversation.

It wasn't always this way. Nancy

earned her BBA and started work in

the HR field. She tackled the MBA

program along the way, and continued

working her way up to executive HR

level. She found herself drawn to and

working with salespeople and sales

leaders. But she still didn't want to be

one of them - Nancy had hung on to

negative perceptions of sales that she

had since growing up in Wisconsin

where she didn't know many people in

sales. Those that she did weren't

always held in high regard.

So, Nancy avoided career

opportunities in sales . . . until 1997.

That's when she researched sales

training options for her employer and

realized she was actually in sales

herself! She found that she was selling

ALL the time, both at work (policies,

job opportunities, ideas) and in her

private life (fund-raising chair, mother,

committee member). Nancy changed

her perspective on sales and wanted

"in."

Nancy jumped feet first into 100%

commission sales - selling training

solutions and HR services. In the first

year she was Rookie of the Year and

as she says, “I was hooked. Yes, a

reluctant salesperson learned how to

succeed, and more importantly

excelled at helping others do so as

well.”

For over 15 years Nancy has

devoted her career to helping people -

and companies - embrace a sales

culture, increase their sales abilities,

and hire and train sales teams to

excel.

Nancy believes that the actual

conversations between buyers and

sellers have evolved. She is adamant

that too much time, energy, and effort

is wasted on unproductive

conversations. Being a ‘get it done’

person she decided to do something

about it and to share her message -

and the best practices she has

collected along the way - with all of us

in the book “Conversations that
Sell”.

Nancy’s new book demonstrates

that she knows what she is talking

about and her expertise is focused on

helping others’ succeed –by building

their ability to move the buyer through

the selling process one conversation

at a time. 

While writing this piece about

Nancy, I searched for an example of

her work that highlights her passion;

her forthright views and her

indefatigable resolve to defend the

value of selling interactions. I found

this, and I want to share it with you.

Nancy has interviewed, trained, and coached thousands
of salespeople around the globe, from Fortune 100
companies to small family-owned businesses, imparting
the ability to sell with the belief that selling is helping
others do or decide something.

We Must Keep Talking …
In this E-World, Conversations Still Rule
Jonathan Farrington Interviews Nancy Bleeke
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Top of Mind

Book details can be found here.

Nancy Bleeke is an author, professional trainer,
speaker, facilitator, and president of Sales Pro
Insider, Inc. To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.salesproinsider.com
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� The second Academy level – Internal Sales – goes live on July16th, and we will be delivering two
modules per week for five weeks at 1:00pm Eastern (6:00pm GMT)

� Each highly-interactive session will be recorded, so if delegates miss one they can download and
listen in at a time more convenient to them.

� Top Sales Academy is FREE.

Members of our Faculty delivering this program:

� Trish Bertuzzi, jonathan Farrington, Colleen
Francis, Barb Giamanco, Jill Konrath, Ken
Krogue, Kendra Lee, Lori Richardson, Tibor
Shanto and Wendy Weiss.

The Program

Sessions run on Tuesdays and Thursdays from July

16th – August 15th at 1pm EST 6pm GMT.

� July 16th Module 1: “GAP Selling – Engaging

with Status Quo Buyers” Tibor Shanto

� July 18th Module 2: “KPI vs. KP-why? Key

metrics to track your results – before it's too

late!” Colleen Francis

� July 22nd Module 3: "18 Ways to Keep Sales

Momentum Going Through the Summer" Lori

Richardson

� July 25th Module 4: "Solving the Social Selling

Puzzle" Barb Giamanco

� July 30th Module 5: “6 Things You Need to

Know Before You Call Another Prospect” Wendy

Weiss

� August 1st Module 6: “The New Rules of Email

Selling” Kendra Lee

� August 6th Module 7: "Secrets of Prospecting

Ninjas" Jill Konrath 

� August 8th Module 8: "The Power of Sales

Playbooks" Trish Bertuzzi 

� August 13th Module 9: "Inside Sales:

Professional Sales Done Remotely" Ken Krogue

� August 15th Module 10: "The Characteristics of

Top Inside Sales Pros" Jonathan Farrington

Trish
Bertuzzi

Jonathan
Farrington

Colleen
Francis

Barb
Giamanco

Jill
Konrath

Kendra
Lee

Ken
Krogue

Lori
Richardson

Tibor
Shanto

Wendy
Weiss

The Second Level
of Top Sales
Academy is Ready
for Launch

TOP SALES ACADEMY
is sponsored by

This Level is sponsored by

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/join-us/registration/
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Time remains constant, but our

perception of it changes. When we

focus on it, it slows down. When we

turn our backs on it, it speeds up. Our

illusion makes us think it is something

tangible. We arrange it, divide it up,

and give some to our friends.

Sometimes we feel it is precious, at

other times we waste it. We give it the

power to heal when we say, "Time

heals all wounds." It can also kill, as

when we live stressful lives because

we "never have enough time." On a

day to day basis, nothing is defined

and redefined in our minds as much as

time. It's a wonder, we can still

recognize it!

Herein lies our power. Because

things are as we perceive them, we

can choose to see time as a

manageable commodity and live our

lives according to that assumption.

This is one of the secrets of successful

people   they work at shaping those

things which others think are

uncontrollable.

Efficient vs. Effective
Efficiency means doing things right.

Effectiveness means doing the right

things. Working efficiently is doing

things with the least amount of wasted

effort. Efficiency gets you from point A

to point B via a straight line.

Inefficiency goes in circles.

Effectiveness means doing the things

that yield results.

Many people, when learning about

time management, ask the question,

"Which should I work on first,

efficiency or effectiveness?"  In theory

and practice, the best answer is to

improve your effectiveness first. It's

much better to aim your sights at the

result than to worry about the process.

Too often we get bogged down in the

means and lose sight of the end.

Using a "To Do" list
A list of "things to do" for each day and

week is a valuable aid to managing

your time. A "To Do" list organizes your

thinking and planning onto one form in

the least amount of time with the

maximum amount of efficiency. Such a

list is especially helpful if it coincides

with the record keeping you already do

for your company. After a short time

you will find yourself handling a

greater volume of work without

increasing your stress. You'll simply

become more efficient.

Your "To Do" list should define a

specific amount of time (if possible) for

each activity. Your activities should be

listed in order of priority. Work on high

priorities first. In listing the activities, it

is helpful to spell out the result as well

as the process. Stating when, where,

and what you're going to do increases

your chances of doing it successfully.

As the day goes by, check off

completed activities and make any

notes that seem relevant. In the

evening, make out a new "to do" list for

the next day and include any activities

you couldn't complete the day before.

Always save your "to do" lists for future

reference and evaluation.

Procrastination
Procrastination is like a virus. It creeps

up on you slowly, drains you of energy,

and is difficult to get rid of if your

resistance is low. Procrastination is a

close relative of incompetence and a

first cousin to inefficiency, which is why

their marriage is taboo. These

suggestions will help you conquer the

virus:

1. Give yourself deadlines. In

moderation, pressure motivates.

Extreme pressure debilitates. Set

appointments, make commitments,

write out your goals, and otherwise

develop the determination to succeed.

2. Don't duck the difficult problems.

Every day we are faced with both

difficult and easy tasks. Tackle the

difficult ones first so that you can look

forward to the easy ones. If you work

on the easy ones first, you might

expand the time that they take in order

to avoid the difficult ones waiting for

you.

Many people put off difficult or

large tasks because they appear too

huge to tackle in a reasonable time

frame. They feel that if they start and

complete the "large" task at one

sitting, it will prevent them from

accomplishing any of the other tasks

they have to do on that day. The

answer to this problem is to break all

large or difficult tasks into their smaller

subparts. Then, you can do each of

the subparts of the larger project over

a series of days, if appropriate.

3. Don't let perfectionism paralyze

you. This is a problem which many

salespeople have when writing

proposals. They sit with pad and pen

in hand waiting for the "right" words to

come out. What they are doing is

avoiding the process of writing. Be

prolific in your activities. You can

always go back later and polish those

things you're unhappy with. Better yet,

you can delegate the polishing to

someone else.

Because humans are so susceptible

to procrastination, you must work at

building up your immunity to it.

Effective action is the best

medicine.

Change your bad habits
"Habit, my friend, is practice long

pursued, that at the last becomes the

man himself" (Evenus, 5th century

B.C.)

Managing your time efficiently and

effectively will require some changes

in your behavior and thinking. Those

changes require practice.

Giant strides, when looked at

closely, are made up of many small

steps. In "overhauling" your

management of time, you, too, need

to take small steps. Start today doing

those things that will make you a

better manager of your time. After

you've improved in one area, choose

another and so on.

How about taking a moment, right

now, to list the ideas you'd like to

implement? Review this article and

circle or highlight the items of most

immediate value to you. Then put

them on tomorrow's "to do" list for

action. Remember this: If it is not

affecting your actions, it is doubtful you

believe it.                                                  �

This article was written by
Dr. Tony Alessandra.

To find out more about Tony, visit:
www.platinumrule.com

Because things are as
we perceive them, we

can choose to see
time as a manageable

commodity and live
our lives according to

that assumption. 

Dr. Tony  Alessandra

Time is nature's greatest "force." Nothing can stop it,
nothing can alter it. Unlike the wind, it cannot be felt.
Unlike the sun, it cannot be seen. Yet, of all nature's
forces, time has the most profound effect on us.

Time Management
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Games and contests have been

used successfully in the

consumer space, for a long time - just

think S&H Greenstamps or even

Cracker Jack®. They work because

they create a reason for buyers to pay

attention. Cracker Jacks® breathed

new life into its caramel coated

popcorn and peanuts—first

introduced in 1896—when in 1912,

they began including toy surprises in

every box. No doubt, they discovered

a marketing formula that was every bit

as successful as their tasty snacks

were. 

What Cracker Jack and every

other consumer products

manufacturer has now figured out is

that prizes, games and contests are a

powerful way to get buyers to take

action. By their very nature, games

get people to act and when they act,

they begin to change behavior. In the

consumer world, that starts with a

newly formed connection to your

brand. 

We’re now seeing some of these

same practices applied to the B2B

space.

Businesses that sell to other

businesses (B2B) leverage these

same principles of motivating

consumer behavior by applying it to

their own external marketing efforts as

well as their internal operations. 

I can’t think of anyone to which

Gamification would be more

applicable than salespeople. After-all,

incentive-based compensation is just

a form of Gamification. The objective

is to close more sales. If you do that,

you win a higher commission in

return. 

Gamification’s Link to
Behavior Modification
How many of you have deployed a

CRM system only to discover that

your reps won’t use it? And what do

you do if you need visibility into what’s

going on in the field, but reps aren’t

filling in their call reports, or they do

them all at once at the end of the

week? To solve these problems is to

affect change in behaviors.

Of course, you could use coercion

or threats to obtain the desired

behavioral change, but that doesn’t do

much for moral and it’s not a good

technique for long-term behavior

modification. Gamification cloaks your

objective for behavior modification in

a spirited competition that’s fun to

engage in.

Let me give you an example using

LevelEleven’s Compete, which is a

really great contest tool that runs

inside Salesforce CRM. 

One of LevelEleven’s clients,

Comcast, wanted reps to focus on

scheduling more appointments each

day. They could have simply

demanded that reps make it happen.

Instead, they used Compete to

incentivize the desired behavior and

as a result, experienced an increase

in their average number of

appointments by 127%.

There’s a reason Gamification

works. It’s motivational, it’s engaging,

and it’s social. When you consider the

need to motivate salespeople to make

more cold calls, log more data into

CRM, get their expenses in on time, or

any other behavior change, consider

Gamification. It’s worth the small

investment in time and money,

because driving the right behavioral

changes is the force that propels

revenue and organizational

cohesiveness.                                        �

Gamification Solutions
for Sales Teams 
If you’ve ever bought a lottery ticket, or checked a
bottle cap to see if you won, you’ve participated in
Gamification. Gamification is just a fancy word for
marketing tactics (games and contests) that get people
to engage with a company or a brand in a more
personal, social way.

This article was written by
Nancy Nardin.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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Nancy Nardin

Download White Paper HERE

http://gurl.im/982a4CC
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The annual Top Sales & Marketing Awards contest has been created to hail “the
heroes” of the sales and marketing space; to laud those companies and individuals
who have gone that extra mile; who have been unafraid to challenge paradigms; who
have had the courage to pioneer, when others remained wedded to the status quo.
You will find the 2013 timeline over in the right-hand column, but should you require
any additional information, or have an interest in becoming a 2013 sponsor, please
email Jonathan Farrington – jf@topsalesworld.com

The 2013 Top Sales

& Marketing

Awards

The Timeline ...

May 14th

Categories Announced

May 21st

Nominations Invited

November 5th 

Last Date For

Nominations

November 12th 

Judging Panels

Announced

November 17th

Finalists Announced

November 24th

Polls Open

December 13th

Polls Close

December 17th

Live Online

Awards Ceremony

2013 Awards

Categories

� Top Sales & Marketing 
Thought Leader

� Top Sales & Marketing Article
� Top Sales & Marketing

Assessment Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing Blog
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Blog Post
� Top Sales & Marketing Book
� Top Sales & Marketing 

CRM Solution
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Data Provider
� Top Sales & Marketing

eBook/White Paper
� Top Sales & Marketing

Productivity Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Resource Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Social Media Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Linkedin Group
� Top Sales & Marketing Video
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Marketing Video

You can nominate here �

2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
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Pipeline review meetings should go

through the top of the funnel to

ensure that there are enough early

stage opportunities for future success.

Sales forecasting meetings should

inspect deals and help coach reps to

the finish-line on later stage

opportunities. 

Bi-Monthly Pipeline Review
Meeting 

When: Every 2 weeks—once at the

beginning of the month and one mid-

month.

What: Review the top of the sales

funnel or early stage pipeline for the

future selling period.

Why: To ensure sales reps have

sufficient early stage pipeline to

achieve sales goals in the next month

or quarter.

Focus on the top of your sales funnel

in this meeting: opportunities in the

pipeline that are projected to close

outside of the current period. Reps

need to have enough leads to ensure

the necessary amount will convert to

the final opportunity stages in your

sales funnel— these will ultimately

become the opportunities you discuss

in the future period’s forecasting

meeting.

At the beginning of the month,

focus your meeting on ensuring sales

reps start the month with accurate

pipeline data. The second pipeline

review meeting should focus on the

next selling period and be an

opportunity to coach reps on purging

their pipeline and strategy. To get

more sophisticated in your analysis,

understand the sales cycle by

won/lost for individual sales reps and

what a “buyer” sales cycle looks like

by stage versus a lost opportunity

sales cycle. View InsightSquared’s
Win/Loss Analysis report.

Weekly Sales Forecasting
Meeting

When: Weekly, typically each Monday

morning.

What: Middle to bottom of the sales

funnel or later stage deals that are far

along in the pipeline.

Why: To accurately assess the

present reporting period and coach

reps to close forecasted deals and to

purge stagnant pipeline.

In this meeting, focus on accurately

inspecting deals that will close this

selling period.  You should analyze

what the total forecast is for the

period and what has changed over

time. Inspect each deal to understand

% probability it will close. Locate

stalled opportunities (based on your

typical closed-won sales cycle) that

are forecasted to close and coach

reps to purge these, moving them to

the next sales cycle. 

Next, determine the historical win

rate in each sales stage (for the entire

company and individual reps)—then

use historical sales stage

conversions to create a metrics-

driven forecast based on “pipeline

stages” rather than traditional

“forecasting stages”. At

InsightSquared we call this our

SmartForecast™. Unlike pipeline

review, sales forecasting helps reps

succeed in the present selling period,

not the future.

Bottom Line: Distinguishing

between your sales forecasting and

pipeline review meetings helps your

sales team focus on the objective at

hand, giving you a better chance to

hit intermediate-term goals (pipeline

review) and short-term goals

(forecasting).                                       �

Why Successful Sales Managers Separate
Pipeline Review from Sales Forecasting
Meetings by InsightSquared
Successful sales managers separate sales pipeline review meetings and sales
forecasting meetings. They are both meant to monitor your sales pipeline and inspect
deals but each of these two meetings has a different focus and objective. 

Advertorial

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesawards/
http://www.insightsquared.com/features/win-loss/
http://www.insightsquared.com/smart-forecast/


as helpful in impacting the current

period’s quota.

� Companies that are qualified

without immediate interest are

ignored by sales and marketing—a

huge waste as the expense to identify

those that are qualified versus those

that are not is often duplicated and

the potential benefit lost.

It has always been my contention that

time frame on leads should be

virtually ignored and that long-term

leads are actually more valuable than

short-term leads. Let’s review some

important considerations about both

short- and long-term leads:

� About one-third of short-term

leads are actually hot leads. In many

cases, these hot lead opportunities

are already baked, meaning that

these buying companies have

already been sold by another vendor.

They seem hot initially because they

have indicated that they have a short

buying cycle, and they are eager to

talk. But what these buyers are likely

doing is validating a decision already

made, or looking to you for what is

frequently called column fodder—

price comparison after the fact to

justify an already-chosen vendor. If

your company fairs well late in an

evaluation, hot leads can be valuable.

However, due to the nature of

entering an evaluation late, it’s

always wise to carefully pick your

battles when it comes to investing

cycles in hot leads.

� Short-term leads that are not hot

are actually better. These are defined

as leads that are within a one or two

sales cycle time frame of closing.

They require immediate attention, are

not working under an RFI or an RFP,

and no decision has yet been made.

� Long-term leads provide the

opportunity to define, if not manage,

the buying process. With these

opportunities, the worst case is that

you have a great chance at being

short-listed, and in the best case you

are invited to design the RFP and

bake the process in favor of your

company and against a late entrant.

Take a look at the models

represented in the following tables for

an example of the value of best

practices in handling short- and long-
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Many leads are not followed up by

sales, for legitimate and non-

intuitive reasons. The legitimate

reasons for no follow-up are that the

leads are obviously low-end and

unfiltered. They may be companies

from the wrong verticals, too small to

be in the market, or they may be

students/consultants who responded

to an offer. Non-intuitive reasons

include the “I called three times and

didn’t get a call back.” Basically, if the

lead is hard to work, it is often

dismissed. As few as five percent of

leads are followed up by sales.

� Long-term leads are mostly

ignored by sales as they are not seen

14 Top Sales World Magazine July 2013

Category Quantity Short Term Quantity Long Term Total

Names 1,000 N/A

Short-term leads 30

Long-term leads N/A

% Closed ST leads 20%

% Closed LT leads N/A

# of deals 6

Average deal $250,000 N/A

Revenue $1,500,000

Cost of qualification $59,040

Gross after marketing expense $1,440,960 N/A $1,440,960

ROI WITHOUT Best-Practice Handling of Short- and Long-Term Leads

In 1885, William Lever of Lever Bros. said, “Half of the marketing money you spend is
wasted—trouble is you don’t know which half.” Unfortunately, there is a good chance
that substantially more than half of your marketing investments are being
squandered.

Companies that are
qualified without

immediate interest
are ignored by sales

and marketing—a
huge waste as the

expense to identify
those that are

qualified versus
those that are not is
often duplicated and
the potential benefit

lost.

Reaping the Value of
Long-Term Leads 
Reaping the Value of
Long-Term Leads 

Dan McDade



term leads:

Sales were comparatively easy to

find during the salad days of the late

’90s and to some extent even in the

mid-2000s. One client I work with

kidded that just a few years ago any

sales representative who responded

to an RFP made plan, and they made

club if they spell-checked the

response. Since then, the following

changes have occurred:

� The market has moved from a

buying model based on vision

creation—an idealistic approach that

works with unjaded prospects—to one

requiring proof and value.

� Short-term lead rates have held

while long-term leads have dropped

dramatically.

� No Decision outcomes have

increased dramatically.

In many cases there is not much a

sales executive can do about a sales

process that ends in No Decision by

the target company. The fact that there

are more of them today is explained by

the following:

� A shift away from user-oriented

approval processes to higher level and

more committee-oriented decision-

making.

� Disenchantment with ROI on past

purchases. 

� Battening down of the hatches in

the face of an up-and-down economy.

In light of these changes, it’s more

important than ever that smart

companies ensure follow-up on every

lead, and infuse within the company

the value of long-term leads.

Capitalizing on long-term leads is

probably the best way to secure the

future of your organization, not to

mention to reap more return on

marketing investment. Short-sighted

companies will not fare well; those

with aggressive sales and marketing

approaches will.                                  �

This article was written by
Dan McDade.

To find out more about Dan, visit:
www.pointclear.com

1) Our experience is that inside sales resources (within companies) and their sales forces miss opportunities due to either

lack of market identification and/or lack of lead follow-through.

2) Once filtered, the percentage of long-term leads that close should actually be higher.

3) Note the efficiency of nurturing longer-term leads on an incremental cost basis before being turned over to sales (two

cycles of contact).

Category Quantity Short Term Quantity Long Term Total

Names 1,000

Short-term leads 40

Long-term leads 40

% Closed ST leads 20%

% Closed LT leads 20%

# of deals 8 8

Average deal $250,000 $250,000

Revenue $2,000,000 $2,000,000

Cost of qualification $59,040 $4,920

Gross after marketing expense $1,940,960 $1,995,080 $3,936,040

ROI WITH Best-Practice Handling of Short- and Long-Term Leads
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player may need just one plus one

opportunity to be observed, and the C

player may need weekly coaching as

well as mid-week check points to

ensure there’s momentum around

change.

3. Are your people fully and

authentically bought in to coaching?

(How do you know?) 

4. Is there a universal definition of

coaching that creates full alignment

and expectations around what

coaching is?

5. Are you trying to solve too many

issues in just one coaching session?

As a best practice you’re always better

taking one issue / objective that your

people bring to you to full completion,

rather than open up 5 different

conversations and not get closure on

any of them. I have a saying “You can’t

solve world peace in one hour”! You

have that person’s whole career to

coach them. Since you’re not solving

every issue in one coaching session,

stick to one topic at a time. Otherwise,

you’ll find them leaving, feeling

overwhelmed and as such, nothing

gets accomplished. Besides, if you

emphasize everything, you wind up

emphasizing nothing…

6. Do you know what their personal

goals are, as well as what motivates

and inspires them, to bring their very

best into everything they do? And you

know this because they actually told

you (rather than you assuming what

motivates them)?

7. Do you check in at some mid-

point between one coaching session

to the next? This is effective in

demonstrating your commitment to

supporting them, while also ensuring

accountability is being sustained.

8. Does the manager truly know

how to deliver consistent, effective

coaching by following a proven

coaching framework and

methodology?

9. Are your people coming prepared

to their scheduled coaching session

by filling out a Coaching Pre Call

Form that identifies their wins,

challenges and focal area for the

scheduled coaching sessions?

10. Are your direct reports  the ones

uncovering the gap or solution that

they couldn’t see on their own through

your use of precision based, open

ended coaching questions?

11. Are they then committing to

making the necessary changes (in

thought, skill or activity) instead of you

telling them what they need to do?

12. Are you collectively confirming

the activities or changes each person

is committing to engaging in at the

end of the coaching session, and a

deadline for each?

13. Is there an established level of

trust with each person on your team

so that, as the manager, you’re not

feeling that “They seem to just be

telling me what they think I want to

hear."

14. Are they truly bought into and

enrolled in a shared goal? Do you

continue to create alignment and buy

in by enrolling your people every time

you have an agenda or something

they need to do or change?

15. Are they being honest and open

with you and are you reciprocating? If

not, have you opened up first?

By answering these questions

honestly and filling in what is

missing, I guarantee you’ll notice a

major transformation in the

experiences you’re having coaching

your team, the continued momentum

you’ve created and the value they

receive.                                               �Recently I was asked the following

question:

How do you coach a team of 12

when every call lasts over an hour? By

the time you have gone through the

whole team once, you start back over

again and the sustainment and

feedback is difficult and lost?

I'm asked different variations of this

question on a regular basis. Many of

you also likely struggle to find the time

you need in order to deliver the

optimum level of effective and

consistent coaching for your team. So,

I thought I'd share my answer with you

as well. Let’s break this down to ensure

we’ve baked in all the variables and

components into your coaching efforts,

in order to best assess what’s going

on. If I was to quickly craft a success

formula for coaching, it would probably

look something like this:

Confirmed team alignment and
commitment to the coaching
process + effective one to one
coaching framework + situational
coaching + self-discovery
(uncovering the coaching
moment/Gap) + a continued,
measurable commitment to
change/coaching + coaching
consistency + creating self-
accountability + momentum +
honoring individuality + observation
+ observed positive behavioral
change + follow up = coaching
success!

Here are some questions
that need to be answered:
1. How often are you meeting with

each direct report with the specific

intention to have an authentic coaching

session (not a deal review or the

manager’s agenda) – daily/weekly/

once a month?

2. Are you customizing the coaching,

and number of monthly one to one

coaching sessions, around the

individual needs of that person? For

example, some B players may need 4

calls one month, then due to situational

changes need 2 the next, while the A
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This article was written by
Keith Rosen.

To find out more about Keith, visit:
http://profitbuilders.com

While most managers can see the benefits of great
coaching from any recent study, if you haven't
experienced great coaching firsthand, then how would
you know how to deliver it? Use this formula for
coaching success and assess your coaching
effectiveness.

The Formula for Coaching
Success 

Let’s break this down
to ensure we’ve
baked in all the
variables and

components into your
coaching efforts, in

order to best assess
what’s going on.
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The vision and goals of the

organization are the starting point

for all departmental policies. They are

especially important to the sales team

because it is these people who are

going to be the face of your company

to the outside world. They must

understand who you are. 

The what, who, and where are

critical. What do you sell? This is the

section where you talk about the

actual product or service. Your sales

team needs to have a complete grasp

of what it is they are selling. You can

insert manuals, sale sheets, and

brochures here if they will help your

sales people understand the product

or service.

Who is your client? You should

have a clear picture of what makes a

client, and conversely, who is not a

client. You don’t want your sales team

pursuing prospects who aren’t really

qualified. By sharing with them what

an ideal client looks like, you help

them target their sales efforts.

Where can they sell? Do you have

territories? If so, how are they

designated? What happens if a sales

person gets a lead for a client in

someone else’s territory? If you don’t

have territories, are there

geographical boundaries? Or do you

want your sales people focusing on a

particular size of company or industry?

Spell it out.

When it comes to values, methods,

and procedures, do you have

particular methods you prefer your

sales staff use? Do you offer platforms

like webinars they can conduct?  Do

you exhibit at or attend tradeshows?

Do you have a way for call-ins to be

distributed? Get the point? You don’t

want to stifle a salesperson by making

them sell in a certain way. However, if

there are resources and tools you offer

to your sales team, put them in writing.

If there are certain things you don’t

want your sales staff doing, like

spamming, tell them. Make sure

everyone knows what they can and

can’t do.

Clarity and consistency make a big

difference here. You can’t over-

communicate. Think about these

things from the perspective of

someone just walking into the

company. They don’t know what you

know. Your job is to make sure they

have all the information they need to

be successful.

The next thing to take into

consideration is the salesperson’s

perspective. Too often companies

don’t think about things from the

employee’s point of view. What do

they need to know? 

Let’s start with product knowledge.

We talked about this in departmental

direction, but it bears repeating. This is

where you make sure your staff knows

how they will become familiar with the

product or service. Do they go to

training? Is there information available

online? What materials are available

to them? Who is available to answer

questions?

Equally important is this – what is

the company’s expectation of how

long it should take someone to learn

about the product or service so they

are capable of selling it? When new

items are introduced how will they be

shared with the sales staff?

Along the same lines is explaining

what resources are available to the

sales team. They need to know who

they can turn to for answers. Will they

be given a mentor? Will someone ride

along with them on sales calls for a

period of time? How much autonomy

do they have to make decisions about

how they quote a prospect? Are there

templates?

Compensation is, of course, a huge

part of a sales team policy. Not only

should you put the compensation plan

in writing, but it should be clear and

easy to follow. Anyone should be able

to know, at any time, how they are

doing. I’ve seen companies create

compensation policies that were so

complicated they needed a

programmed excel file to determine

payment. The result? A lack of trust.

The salespeople never really knew if

they were being accurately

compensated.

In addition, refrain from changing

the compensation system too

frequently. Determine what makes

sense, put it in writing, and stick to it.

And, please, make sure it’s fair. If you

set your staff up for success, they will

exceed your expectations. If you
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How to Write an Effective
Sales Team Policy 

Who is your client?
You should have a

clear picture of what
makes a client, and
conversely, who is

not a client. You don’t
want your sales team

pursuing prospects
who aren’t really

qualified. 

Having a sales department policy is the foundation of success for any organization,
no matter how big or small. Whether you have one or one hundred sales people, you
need to have clearly defined guidelines and expectations. This keeps everyone on the
same course and provides metrics for measuring results. 
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should be included in the policy.

Nothing should be left out. You want

everyone to know what is expected of

them, what they will gain when they

meet or exceed those expectations,

and what they will encounter if they

don’t. You also want them to know what

to expect in terms of how they will be

monitored and evaluated.

Clear and consistent

communication keeps them from

guessing or drawing their own

conclusions. It also prevents anyone

from being able to say that they didn’t

know.

This leads us to communication

channels. When it comes to

communication, consider all the ways

people communicate – direction (who

to and from), methods (email, phone,

reports), dos and don’ts.

How does the leadership

communicate with the sales staff, and

conversely, how does the sales staff

communicate up the chain? Are there

reports they are supposed to submit?

How often and with what information?

How will the leadership acknowledge

and respond? What about situations

when the sales person needs

assistance or has a question? In other

words, those times outside of the

reporting cycle.

How are the sales people expected

to communicate with other

departments? Are there forms or

protocols that are supposed to be

followed? 

Are there guidelines on how the

sales people are expected to

communicate with prospects? Many

organizations have expectations here

– for example, they expect their sales

people to go door to door. That should

be in writing.

If you expect your sales people to

create their own structure, say that!

Don’t leave them wondering if you are

going to drive that train.

What kind of follow-up do you

expect your sales people to do with

current clients? Some organizations

have the salespeople hand off their

new clients to inside customer service

reps. In this situation, the sales people

have no continuing contact with their

clients. Other organizations expect

their salespeople to maintain

relationships with their clients.

Whatever you choose, put it in writing.

Now let’s talk about some legal

considerations. Whenever you put a

policy together and put it in writing, you

want to be sure that you are following

guidelines that will keep you out of

trouble. The first is equal employment.

Your policies have to be the same for

everyone. No playing favorites or

having different rules for different

people. And I’m not just talking about

sex, race, and the like. I’m talking about

top performers versus others.

You want to follow guidelines for

vehicle use and expense

reimbursement. Of course, the pay

schedule and guidelines must follow

legal practices. There should be a non-

compete and a non-disclosure form

signed by all sales staff, and the

information about them should be in

the policy. Explain why you have them

and what your expectations are.

Identify the work schedule and keep

it sane. In other words, unless there is

a true business reason for the sales

team to be in the office at 4pm on a

Friday, don’t make it part of the

schedule. You want your sales people

out making sales. Having them come in

at 4pm on Friday is really just a tactic

and tells them you don’t trust them.

And to make sure you are following

federal and local laws, visit the

department of labor online and your

state government websites.

In conclusion, remember this:

Knowledge is power. When you create

an effective sales team policy that

speaks to the company’s and the

employee’s needs, you empower

everyone to succeed. As we’ve seen,

expectations and consequences are

key parts of any effective policy. And

remember, you can’t over

communicate!                                         �

create a structure that is difficult to

reach, they’ll become frustrated and

probably leave. Then all that training

and time you’ve invested in them will

be lost.

Along with compensation and

performance reviews is performance

expectations. What are the sales

goals? How will they be evaluated?

The goals are tied to compensation, so

they must be clearly spelled out.

Remember to indicate the

expectations of new employees

versus seasoned.

Performance reviews are also a

key aspect of an effective sales team

policy. When and how will they be

reviewed? What are the criteria upon

which they will be evaluated? Make

sure you put it in writing, and adhere to

it. All too often, employees go too long

without being reviewed. Then

something happens and their manager

reacts. It’s not a good situation. When

you want your sales team to be

successful, you have to give them

timely feedback on how they are

doing. Make sure you indicate in the

policy the steps that will be taken to

help them improve if necessary. Also

include the rewards they will receive

when they meet or exceed your

expectations. 

Lastly, let them know if there are

opportunities for growth within the

organization. If there are, indicate how

someone positions themselves for

growth. How are they evaluated, and

what can they do to ensure they have

those opportunities.

Now let’s talk about some best

practices. There really are things you

can do to make sure you are

presenting the best policy for the best

results. Some of them we’ve already

touched on. The first, and in my

opinion guiding principle, is to make it

success oriented.

Write your sales team policy from a

standpoint of wanting everyone to be

successful. Talk about what it takes to

be successful and how the

organization works with the team to

ensure that success. 

As I said before, make sure it is

clear. There’s no need for complicated,

lengthy prose. Say it straight so it is

understood. That’s the goal!

Having said that, make sure it is

content rich. Say everything you need

to say. Don’t leave anything out. Lack

of information can cause problems

that are unnecessary.

When we talked about

compensation, I mentioned simple.

Keep it straightforward and clear. This

stance goes along with being success

oriented and trustworthy. While you

never want to complicate anything,

this is a place where simple really

matters. A grade school kid who can

add, subtract and multiply should be

able to figure it out.

Indicate how you train your staff. I’m

talking about product training, and

professional development training. Do

you offer sales training? Or

presentations training? Or, how about

leadership training to those people who

wish to grow with the company?

Whatever training you offer, spell it out

here. What are the guidelines,

expectations, and time frames? How

do you monitor to make sure the

training is working?

My favorite part of the policy is

expectations and consequences -

mostly because, for some reason,

people avoid it. The truth is, we all have

expectations around our employee’s

performance and success. And in

reality there are (or should be)

consequences when those

expectations are met or not. When we

don’t communicate them clearly, we

create a vague situation that isn’t good

for anyone. I submit it is mostly bad for

the people who are meeting your

expectations. They have to put up with

people not meeting expectations

without any consequences. This

causes dissension and creates a bad

environment for everyone. So does

unreasonable expectations and

consequences. So keep them

reasonable. Remember, you want to

set people up for success.

You want the expectations and

consequences to be clear and

consistent. They have to be the same

for everyone. Consider them carefully

and then commit them to paper. 

And equally important is to identify

the monitoring system. How will you

monitor each person to be sure they

are meeting your expectations? That
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This article was written by
Diane Helbig.

To find out more about Dianne, visit:
www.seizethisdaycoaching.com
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You want the
expectations and

consequences to be
clear and consistent.
They have to be the
same for everyone.

Consider them
carefully and then

commit them to
paper. 

Other organizations
expect their

salespeople to
maintain

relationships with
their clients.

Whatever you choose,
put it in writing.

Dianne Helbig



Ihated him more than anyone I have

ever hated before or since – and I am

pretty certain he hated me too. Most of

all he resented my privileged

upbringing and my public school

education – he called me “Silver

Spoon” and he attempted to embarrass

and belittle me at every possible

opportunity, which only served to drive

me on to succeed.

It was an intolerable situation, and

inevitably one of us would become a

casualty – suffice to say, it was never

going to be me. The more he goaded

me, the more successful I became, and

the more successful I became, the

more he hated me. I only had one

ambition at that time, which was his job.

The reason that I share all this with

you is because I actually learned two

very valuable lessons from him: Firstly, I

learnt how not to manage a sales team,

and I was able to build an identity-kit of

the type of manager I wanted to

become, simply by reversing out all of

his characteristics. Secondly, the only

positive thing to come out of our short

relationship – I learnt to defend
margin.

For clarification, what I mean by

defending margin, is to fight for every

single percentage point of profit, and

give absolutely nothing away without

getting something in return.

Selling on price is simply a cop
out. You must value your expertise,
your products and your services,
and price accordingly.

The definition of negotiation that I

use: “To arrange forms of business by

means of discussion, conference or

meetings, to transact business, to

bargain, to exchange security for cash.”

You will note that it doesn’t mention

giving anything away for less than its

real value!

So here are a few quick, but

extremely valuable tips I learned all

those years ago:

� Aim high - you will achieve more.

Salespeople who think big get big

results - and never let your prospect

lower your sights.

� Don’t give it away - good

negotiators defend their price

� Never give away concessions -

nothing should be given away free, so

trade

� Always negotiate the variables -

know your variables

� Constantly erode the value of the
prospect’s concessions - reduce the

buyer’s perception

� Be a miser - never say yes too

quickly

� Be alive to the danger of
deadlines - deadlines weaken your

position

� Look at the “Big Picture”- always

keep the whole deal in mind

� Negotiate through deadlocks -

patience is the key

� Understand your weaknesses -

negotiator know thyself!

Anyone can give business away.

Selling merely on price means we do

not need sales people!

Just because we might be selling in

tough economic times doesn’t mean

“dropping your pants” at every request

to do so!

Let me leave you with a thought:

Do you know the total value of the

products/services/solutions you have

sold this year? Add just one per cent of

profit/gross margin to every deal – it’s a

lot of $ that you have left on the table,

isn’t it? Or rather… given away!

And never, ever be frightened to

walk away - with your dignity intact.

There are always consequences for

dropping our pants early or

unnecessarily! �

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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You will note that it
doesn’t mention

giving anything away
for less than its

real value!

Jonathan Farrington
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Defend Your 
Margin – 
Selling on Price is a Cop-Out 

I suppose I should consider myself quite fortunate that my first sales manager (and in
fact the only sales manager I worked for) was such a strong disciplinarian. By “strong”
I mean he was a tough, uncompromising, unsympathetic, no-nonsense type of guy.
Unfortunately he was also bigoted, racist, homophobic and chauvinistic. 



Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten
posts – in our opinion –
and then announce one
winner. The four weekly
winners will battle it out
for the “Top Sales Blog
Post of the Month” title,
and be re-published here
in our Top Sales
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was Lori Richardson.
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Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for June was Barb
Giamanco.

Want the meeting? 
Fix your message
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Today’s sales people have a variety of

communication channels available to

help them reach prospects.

Unfortunately, some sellers haven’t

gotten the memo that we are long past

the days of simply broadcasting a

generic pitch.

Technology has given rise to

laziness. Sending 100 emails to the

wrong people with the wrong

message is not an effective

prospecting strategy. Leaving random

phone messages isn’t either.

A few tips for sellers in how to

engage their prospects more

effectively to secure meetings:

� Target the message to the right

buyer and focus on what they care

about, not what you want to sell.

� Check your facts. I don’t run an

entertainment company, as one sales

email suggested and the sales rep

should know that.

� Check the grammar and spelling.

Starting the first sentence of the email

with “anyways” is not the way to make

a positive impression.

� Don’t use jargon that only people

in your company understand.

� Get the person’s name right.

� Stop asking people to visit your

website to learn more and “get back to

me if I can answer any questions”.

Lazy and presumes your prospect has

the time to do your sales job.

� Make sure the customer examples

used are relevant. One sales pitch to

me mentioned that “there is a reason

why McKesson and Bain Capital” use

our product. Well, that may be, but I

run a small business. Using

McKesson as a customer example

isn’t relevant, so I conclude you know

nothing about my business, and that I

can’t afford what you sell anyway.

Here’s what a Sales Manager at one

of our clients just told me… “I have to

say that since you instructed us not to

send out generic messages and

invites (without personalizing), my

meeting acceptance rates and speed

has drastically improved.”

Remember…
Poorly written emails and inarticulate

voicemail messages are killing your

sales opportunities, and you probably

don’t even know it. Put these tips into

action and see your meeting

acceptance rates increase. �

If I could give you a sales team of

enthusiastic champions to build your

visibility and ultimately your revenues

without writing a check, would that be

helpful?

That is exactly what happens

through the powerful strategies of

connecting to the right people for the

right reasons. I am convinced that

with the power of connection, nearly

anything is possible.

Professionally, you can start today

to grow your ties and strengthen them

but it needs to be through a mindful

approach. Mindful means that it is

thought out, and planned for.

Most people know how to identify

prospective customers or clients and

they track them in a CRM system with

next actions set. (Note: if you are NOT

doing this, start immediately. There

has never been a better time to find

simple and even free tools to capture

your prospective customers and all

your connections)

Most people do not capture and

track a list of people who could be

considered strategic referral partners

– those who like you and champion

you and your business.

Additionally, few business

professionals regularly seek out

strategic referrers – they are busy

looking for one customer here, and

another customer there.

You can download our handy

Winning Teammates e-book, free

download click here, on growing your

network in a planned manner, using a

methodology of knowing who your

referrers are and staying on top of

those relationships.

Imagine that sales team I

mentioned earlier. These are

charismatic folks who turn up

somewhere in the world that know

and like you, plus they trust that you

do quality work, and will do what you

say They refer you to others. These

people are the ones that you refer on

an ongoing basis too.

No Dues Required
The best part is that instead of

belonging to many leads or

networking groups, you can do this

from your desk, on your schedule, and

on your own terms. The challenge

though is that you need to incorporate

a methodology for doing it, along with

a process and on a regular schedule.
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Iunderstood the immense power and

opportunity that technology

presented. It has been thrilling to bear

witness to the changes and the rapid

pace of those technology changes

through the years.

Today, we live in the age of social

media. A more open, collaborative and

certainly more transparent way of

doing business is becoming the norm.

Prospects don’t want strangers

pushing information at them; they can

choose to consume information when

it suits them. And whether you like it or

not, prospects can look up our social

profiles and decide if they think having

a conversation with us will be worth it

or not. Choose not to participate; you

will be overlooked.

When you do score that meeting,

buyers want you to add more

relevance to the process and bring

fresh insights to the table. They want

you to educate them. What challenges

haven’t they considered? What do you

know about their competitors that they

don’t? How can you help them co-

create a strategy that leads to

improved business performance?

Feature dumps are for amateurs and

prospects don’t much care about your

company’s history. Sales people need

to catch up to this reality.

Surprisingly, even after the 10+

years that social media has been

around, there are sales professionals

who still view social media as a “fad”.

In the early stages, I get it, but today

when there is ample evidence to the

contrary? I hate to break the bad

news, but the importance of using

social media as part of your selling

process isn’t going away. We are not

reverting back to the “good ole days”

of smiling and dialing. Eventually, as

leads dry up, meetings decline and

revenue tapers off, you’ll finally figure

out that what worked back in the day

doesn’t work now.

These same naysayers also said…

� No one will use email to do

business.

� You can’t close deals over the

phone.

� Nobody will buy products online.

� The internet was dead after the

dot.com bubble burst.

� Surfing the internet on mobile

phones via free Wi-Fi in a coffee

shop? Hardly.

� Having a sales conversation using

a laptop and a headset won’t happen.

� People won’t use software

applications that aren’t installed on

their computer.

THEY were wrong! The numbers

make it pretty clear that the use of

social media is not a fad and the

people using social media are not just

a bunch of college students hanging

out on Google+.  My recent Social

Media and Sales Quota report co-

authored with colleague, Jim Keenan,

makes it clear that using social media

as part of the sales process leads to a

measurable return on investment. 

Social selling is here, and if you

keep resisting, you may just resist your

way out of a sales career.                    �

If you are an artist, you are not limited

to one or another set of specific skills

to execute on your job. You are free to

pull from all available communication

and professional resources to get

your point across. Don’t be limited by

your job description. 

Is this strategy part of your current

professional arsenal? Let’s work on

developing these crucial soft skills. 

Artistry is what happens every time

you attend a concert. You become

part of the performance. You are not

an impartial observer, are you? The

adrenaline, anticipation and

expectations of the audience flow

towards the stage and meet with the

energy and musicality of the

performers. 

Artistry happens at the interface

between the two: audience and artist.

Without this interface - this union of

what is created and what is perceived

- there is no artistry. Each

performance is unique and distinct:

yes, the music being played may be

based on the same core set of

notation; however, the musicians and

audiences are constant variables.

Each performance is subject to artistic

interpretation. 

Artistry uses soft skills to create

something powerful. Here are some

artistic strategies you can bring to

each meeting you attend or facilitate: 

1) Anticipate your audience’s
energy. Which disciplines are

represented at the meeting (these are

similar to different musical instruments

being played)? Do these instruments

have a history of blending together or

is there dissonance? Is their group

performance value structured and

traditional or does this team know how

to jam and improvise? 

2) Select the proper tempo for
dialogue. Are you the conductor or
will you also be a musician-

participant? How will you draw people

into the conversation? Use phrases

like: “this person mentioned this need,

yet that individual described the

situation differently. What is the best

way that we can articulate the issue?”

You will engage people to traverse the

sales-engineering interface® rather

than remain comfortably in their siloed,

discipline-driven camps. 

3) Let “Aha!” moments of artistry
happen. These moments occur when

the meeting or conversation self-

generates. Team members

spontaneously and naturally ask each

other all of the questions and issues you

anticipated. They start to “jam.”

Discoveries are made, new alliances are

forged, you have guided folks beyond

their biases and shown them what

collaboration looks and sounds like.

Soft skills can be powerful, can’t they?

Start incorporating Tip 1 into this week’s

meetings and conversations. Then layer

on Tip 2. Let me know the differences in

outcomes you and your team

experience - together. Aha!                    �

This article was written by
Babette Ten Haken.

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/

You are an artist. That descriptor doesn’t sound like
your job title, does it? “You are responsible for
understanding and articulating, in language everyone
can appreciate, how your core capabilities provide cross-
functional value to your colleagues, your organization,
and your clients.” 

Let’s work on
developing these
crucial soft skills. 

Babette Ten Haken
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The Fine Art of Using Your Soft Skills
Technology has been my constant companion since the
early 80’s. An encounter with an IBM 3270 mainframe
propelled me into a sales career selling hardware and
software solutions. 

They Said

This article was written by
Barb Giamanco.

To find out more about Barb, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/
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I’ve moved from the outside in, and

technology has made it possible.

Sales leaders are tasked with a

singular goal: generate as much

revenue as possible as quickly as

possible. Cloud-based web

conferencing solutions have

transformed outside sales

departments into virtual inside sales

teams that enjoy shorter sales cycles

and more frequent opportunities to get

in front of prospects.

Bringing the Outside In
In my old position, I’d be lucky to get in

front of 5-7 prospects a week. The

issue was time: convincing someone

to give up thirty minutes to an hour of

their day to be sold to, was an uphill

battle. The goal was to build

relationships and trust, but it’s a

struggle to stay on your prospect’s

mind when it’s so difficult to keep your

face in front of them. According to a

study by Pace Productivity, calls to

prospects averaged 51 minutes in

length. How often are prospects going

to be willing to meet with you if you

need almost an hour of their time?

Virtual inside sales has solved that

problem. Intuitive, easy-to-use web

conferencing solutions can get you in

front of your prospect in seconds,

often without even requiring a

download. Convincing someone to

chat for 10-15 minutes right from their

laptop or tablet is much easier than

nailing down an hour in the office or

over lunch. I went from 5-7 meetings a

week to 10 or even 15. I was able to

build those relationships by keeping

myself and my products at the top of

my prospects’ minds.

Your Webcam is the Bridge
Virtual meeting tools and webcams

eliminate all barriers to getting in front

of your prospect. Distance, time and

travel costs are replaced by a couple

of clicks of your mouse or taps on your

smartphone. And web conferencing

with online video wins over the

traditional cold call every time because

you’re incorporating nonverbal
communication, the nods and smiles

that let us know we’re on the right

track. Face-to-face meetings are no

longer up to three times as long as

phone calls, providing greater

opportunity for meaningful,

relationship-building discussions.

Virtual meetings give you all the

benefits of face-to-face with less time

and money spent travelling.

What I do now is no different than

what I used to do: I am still creating and

cultivating relationships but as a virtual

salesman, the difference is that those

relationships aren’t built at the expense

of my customers’ time. The simplicity

and flexibility of modern online meeting

tools gets me the face time I need and

gives my prospects the convenience of

a quick chat from their desk. With the

right collaboration solution, your inside

sales team can sell more quickly and

more efficiently while providing a better

end-to-end experience to your

customers a                                             �

To hear more of Jason’s
perspective, click here for a
recorded HardTalk interview.

To see for yourself how iMeet can
transform your sales team, contact
PGi for a 15-minute demo Here. 

The simplicity and
flexibility of modern
online meeting tools

gets me the face time
I need and gives my

prospects the
convenience of a
quick chat from

their desk.
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Jason Dobbs

For years, I was an outside salesperson. I built
relationships for a living. The challenge and reward of
building those relationships is integral to all sales,
inside and out, but now modern technology—web
conferencing, HD video streaming, smartphones and
tablets—is bringing the personal connection of the
outside sale into the office.

Top 10 Sales Tips
To Close More Deals

We all want to close more deals.
But how do you grow your
business in the new Sales 2.0
era? Use this brand new FREE
eBook to help you improve
acquisitions, reel in prospects
and grow revenue. You’ll learn:
How to utilize today’s hottest
trends to acquire better
prospects; Ten ways to develop
a quality pipeline and close deals
faster; Improve revenue results
and keep your customers
coming back for more. 

Download here

This article was written by
Jason Dobbs.

To find out more about Jason, visit:
https://imeet.com
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Transforming Sales Professionals
into Virtual Sales Teams

http://bit.ly/15t7kY7
http://experts.pgi.com/tsw-request-an-imeet-demo
http://experts.pgi.com/top-10-sales-tips-to-close-more-deals-tsw
https://www.pgi.com/products/imeet


When most people see change,

they focus on negatives: the

challenges, the problems, and the

losses. But when great sales leaders

see change, they see more than that.

They see opportunity. 

The fact is the sales process has

changed forever. And because many

B2B companies have not yet

acknowledged that fact, there is

more opportunity than ever for those

who can adapt. 

Recently I’ve seen various reports

and studies that show that B2B

companies are not well positioned to

meet the needs and expectations of

today's B2B buyer. Acquity Group, for

example, conducted a survey this

year among corporate buyers with

annual budgets of $100,000 or more.

The numbers reveal that the

upcoming generation of B2B buyers

is “highly connected" and that they

expect "an easy-to-use and highly-

targeted online experience.” Yet most

companies are still failing to meet this

expectation. 

The farther we fall behind, the

harder we have to run to keep up.

Meanwhile, the competition comes

nipping at our heels. At the upcoming

Sales 2.0 Conference in Boston on

July 15, I’m excited to speak with

several top-level executives about

how they’re leading change in their

organizations. These leaders are

winning because they’re helping their

customers win. 

One particular discussion I look

forward to moderating is “The New

Sales Reality,” with Anthony

Iannarino, Managing Director of B2B

Sales Coach & Consultancy and Matt

Bertuzzi, Marketing & Operations of

The Bridge Group. In a recent video

interview with me, Anthony wisely

pointed out that sellers today must

understand a customer’s business

enough to be able to demonstrate

value. Today, buyers are expecting

sales teams to help them achieve

clear, measurable results. As he said,

if you don’t understand how a

customer’s business works and

general business principles, it’s very

hard to have a successful

conversation and close a deal. 

Sales leaders must make many

decisions about how to align people,

process, and technology. One of the

things that I enjoy most about the

Sales 2.0 Conference is that it cuts

through the clutter and helps sales

leaders identify the specific actions

that are going to help move their

team in the direction of greater

revenue. In an afternoon

presentation in Boston, I’ll speak with

Kevin Purcell, Americas Director,

Storage Business Unit at Hewlett

Packard, about how he’s taking steps

to grow sales, despite recent

shakeups and a challenging

economic climate. I’ll also talk with

Ken Powell, VP of Global Sales

Enablement at SunGard. He’ll detail

how he led this company on a

complete sales transformation

journey. Only a year ago, the

company invested $4 million in an

internal sales-enablement initiative.

To date, they’ve dramatically

increased the effectiveness of their

global sales organization.

I truly believe it’s an exciting time

to be in sales and it’s an especially

exciting time to be a sales leader. I

look forward to hearing stories of

progress, growth, and opportunity in

Boston. You can register to join me

there or keep up with reports on the

Sales 2.0 Conference blog.             �

This is an exciting time to
be in B2B sales. The
transition to a Sales 2.0
mindset has marked
tremendous change.

Why Now Is An Exciting Time
to Be a Sales Leader 

This article was written by
Gerhard Gschwandtner.

To find out more about Gerhard, visit:
www.sellingpower.com

Gerhard Gschwandtner
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http://www.sales20conf.com/Boston2013/
http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventID=1197653
http://www.regonline.com/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventId=1234744
http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventId=1234744
www.onesource.com
http://www.sales20conf.com/Boston2013/about.html
http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventID=1197653
http://www.sales20conf.com/blog/
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The Key to Explosive
Revenue Growth

Creating Sales
Compensation Plans

for High Performance

Round Pegs in
Round Holes

Going Mobile for Agile
Field Sales

Nancy Nardin �� Ken Thoreson �� Tamara Schenk �� Mathew Brogie ��

Sales Management Issues Interviews

How to Convert Customer
Complaints into Customer

Referrals 

How to Delegate More How to Buld a Shared
Mental Model 

How to Recognize the Four
Personality Types Resident

in EVERY C-Lounge 

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

How to Guides

Effective Telephone
Prospecting Tips

Objectively Re-Assessing
Your Current Opportunities

Negotiation –
Understanding Movement,

Concessions And Bargaining

Distinguishing
Characteristics of the Most

Successful Salespeople

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

Sales Team Development Sessions

Difficult to Measure
and Important 

Executives Who Balk At
Taking the Journey of

Self-Development 

We Should Never, Ever,
Doubt Our Ability

to Succeed

Managing Is All About
Motivating 

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

Leadership Skills

Top Sales Management Highlights
June 2013

https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/rec_nancy_nardin_14_May_2013.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-convert-customer-complaints-into-customer-referrals/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/effective-telephone-prospecting-tips/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/difficult-to-measure-and-important/
ps://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/rec_acumenmanagementgroup_14_May_2013.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-delegate-more/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/objectively-re-assessing-your-current-opportunities/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/executives-who-balk-at-taking-the-journey-of-self-development-could-find-themselves-isolated/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/Tamara_Schenk_Apr_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-buld-a-shared-mental-model/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/negotiation-understanding-movement-concessions-and-bargaining/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/we-should-never-ever-doubt-our-ability-to-succeed/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesHardTalk/rec_mbrogie_22_May_2013.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-recognize-the-four-personality-types-resident-in-every-c-lounge/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/distinguishing-characteristics-of-the-most-successful-salespeople/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/managing-is-all-about-motivating/
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For over a decade he worked in a

managerial capacity for several

large chains and in 1990 began

training employees, managers and

owner/operators. During the next five

years, he hired and trained close to

1000 service staff for sixteen new

restaurants. 

In 1995 he returned to retail to

provide sales training for Sony

Canada and helped the Sony Stores

become one of Canada top retailers of

consumer electronics. The training

programs and resources he

developed are now recognized

around the world within the Sony

organization and have been used by

Sony Latin America as well as Sony

Mexico.

He left the corporate world in 2002

to start his private practice and since

then he has been helping companies

across North America improve their

business results and increase their

sales. 

Kelley has worked with

organizations in a variety of industries

including; medical devices,

manufacturing, automotive, financial

services, health/insurance,

shipping/logistics and many others.

His client list includes organizations

such as; Sony, LG Electronics,

Samsung, Vulcan Industries, Nord

Gear, Armour Valve, Beckman-

Coulter, Preferred Nutrition, Dana

Corporation, and many more.

Kelley is the author of two books:

Stop, Ask & Listen—Proven Sales

Techniques to Turn Browsers into

Buyers and The Secrets of Power

Selling. 

Kelley is also a frequent contributor

to magazines and his articles have

appeared in dozens of publications

and hundreds of websites around the

world. He also publishes a daily sales

blog, http://Fearless-Selling.ca/blog
and a weekly sales newsletter. 

As President of The Robertson

Training Group, Kelley helps sales

Focus On
Kelley Robertson
Kelley Robertson began his sales career in a men’s clothing
store in the mid-seventies. With no experience or training,
he struggled to make ends meet and eventually changed
directions by moving into the hospitality industry.

professionals conduct better sales

conversations and close more deals.

Visit his website, www.Fearless-
Selling.ca for resources and

programs that will help you gain a

competitive advantage.

Kelley can be reached at 905-633-

7750 or at Kelley@Fearless-
Selling.ca.                                             �
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Anyway, there are two elements

you cannot live without: First, it's

the cross-functional character of the

discipline. Wherever the function sits

inside your organization, it's more

important how your charter looks like.

Second, it's about collaboration:

Define what your organization wants

to achieve from a business

perspective (it's more than having

better meetings). Then, remove

collaboration barriers between

departments and units. Now,

technology can enable collaboration.

But it's not working the other way

around.

Strategic sales enablement is

doing the right things first, before

doing things right. Begin with a root

cause analysis of the selling system's

challenges regarding three criteria:

people, process, performance. Map

your findings to common sales

enablement practices such as sales

content, sales trainings, skill

development, engagement models or

metrics. Where are the gaps, where

are redundancies, how are decisions

made and how effective is decision

making, in which councils, boards,

departments, etc? How do you equip

your sales managers? 

Then, check these design

principles:

Design principle
GoToCustomer (see also link): 
Make sure that there is a buying cycle,

a customer's journey, a

GoToCustomer framework (you name

it) as your single design point for ALL

sales enablement services. Define

necessary selling-oriented activities

and milestones with KPIs along this

journey. Then, map sales content and

sales trainings and continue with a

content and training assessment

regarding structure, creation and

localization: How well do these

enablement services support the

purpose of a certain activity along the

customer's journey? Is the content

product-oriented or problem-oriented,

is the content more feature and

function focused? Is the content

tailored to specific buyer roles,

personas? Is the content supporting

dynamic value messages along the

customer's journey? Do you have a

corresponding coaching map for your

sales managers?

Design principle simplicity:
As Leonardo da Vinci said “Simplicity

is the ultimate sophistication”. Focus

on creating simple principles rather

than detailed checklists, focus on

creating frameworks rather than

detailed processes to equip people to

navigate within complex systems, to

keep space for creativity and

autonomy! Because selling systems

as well as buying systems are

complex, due to multiple dimensions,

blurred boundaries and many different

people with different interests who are

interacting and communicating. You

cannot reduce this complexity by

taking away dimensions, but you can

make the navigation within these

systems less complicated – and that's

key to success!

But therefore, you really need to

understand the system completely to

achieve the beauty of simplicity – and

not just simplification.

“Simplicity is about subtracting the

obvious and adding the meaningful.”

John Maeda.

Create a story focused on your

main challenges, connect the dots for

your senior executives and sell your

approach internally! 

Because...also strategic sales

enablement is selling internally –

practice what you preach!                   �

How To Make Sales
Enablement A Strategic
Discipline?
Sales enablement - How to develop the discipline to a strategic function? Let's
discuss a few lessons learned to help you finding your organization's specific sales
enablement journey. No silver bullets? Unfortunately not. I'm a firm believer that
every organization has to find its own way how to define sales enablement, because
every organization has specific challenges, a different culture and different ways how
to approach change.

This article was written by Tamara Schenk.
To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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As Leonardo da Vinci
said “Simplicity is the

ultimate
sophistication”.

Focus on creating
simple principles

rather than detailed
checklists, focus on

creating frameworks
rather than detailed
processes to equip
people to navigate

within complex
systems, to keep

space for creativity
and autonomy! 
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Tamara Schenk



How much are referrals worth to you?
THE VALUE OF REFERRAL SALES

$156.1K 

$11.5K 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Quarter Ending 

22 TOUCH* 

COLD CALLING 

VS. 

AVG SALES/USER/YR 
(@ $6,500 per referral) 

JENNIFER DEROIN
Business Development Director
Nichols Group

“We are a professional services business where trust 
and relationships matter. We get exceptional sales 
results with 22 Touch. It’s dignified, simple to use, 
and creates a steady stream of referred business.”

- JENNIFER DEROIN

Turn contacts into relationships 
and relationships into sales.
Relationships are the key to a successful life and business. Use 22 Touch to connect on 
a personal level with the people who matter. Whether they’re prospects, referral sources 
or current customers, we turn contacts into relationships and relationships into sales.

“22 Touch is an extremely cost-effective and time-efficient way to automate a 
high-touch prospecting system to acquire clients and build your business. I 
highly recommend it.” 

– BILL BACHRACH, CEO
  Bachrach & Associates, Inc.

“22 Touch provides me with the structure I need to connect with my important 
relationships.”

– STEPHEN HOOD
Financial Advisor

“In first month of using 22 Touch I received 4 referrals. It has made a positive 
impact on how I build trust with my prospects and helps me achieve my sales 
goals.” – BARRETT WHITTINGTON

Payroll Services Sales Manager

www.22touch.com

THE PROCESS

90-Day Money Back
GUARANTEEWHAT IS 22 TOUCH?

90-Day Money Back
GUARANTEE

Use our “wizard”
for a fast start

Easily upload 
your contacts

Automatically schedules
touches and reminders

3

Connect with substance 
using system selected 
articles, blogs & news 

5

1

2

Expand your skills with 
our video training series

4

http://22touch.com/what-is-22-touch-video/
http://app.22touch.com/registration
http://22touch.com/
http://22touch.com/
http://app.22touch.com/registration


A very special thank you to
our Top Sales Sponsors

for their continuing
support and loyalty

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a
TSW sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please email us:

sponsorship@www.topsalesworld.com

http://bit.ly/Sq6WU6
http://bit.ly/KEJk9c
http://www.insightsquared.com/
http://bit.ly/WGgUVv
http://bit.ly/a1tCYb
http://www.pedowitzgroup.com/
http://www.onesource.com/landingpages/google/google_next_gen_bc.asp?camp=Adwords_UK_Branded_and_Competitor&p=The+Competition&reg=UK&_kk=5ca06aeb-b390-42d5-9e82-29dba987d235&_kt=14117412325&gclid=CIS985Pp6rUCFfLLtAoduzUAqQ
www.salesgravy.com
http://bit.ly/w0TvDt
http://bit.ly/zQOmEk
http://bit.ly/k5iFvF
http://bit.ly/IXWVqx
http://www.accessmobility24.com/
http://bit.ly/QqAgv0
http://www.toplineleadership.com/

